FDW QUEENS BOWLING CHALLENGE
Rules & Regulations
Objective
This tournament is organised for all participants to foster and promote goodwill, friendship
and sportsmanship amongst the bowling fraternity.
1.

Eligibility
The “FDW Queen Challenge 2019” is a tournament open to FEMALE only.

2.

Entry Fee & Venue
The Entry Fee of S$25/- weekly per participant.
The Venue is Our Tampines Hub

3.

Format of Play
This is a Singles Event, consists of 3 games. This tournament shall be played on a round robin system
according to the number of player participating. e.g 20 bowlers = 20 points system, 19 bowlers = 19 point
system.
Each week, each bowler will be bowling series of 3 games. Round Robin points will be awarded based on
total scores of the games. Assuming 20 bowlers, the bowler with the highest score will get 20 points whereas
the lowest score will get 1 point.

4.

Schedule
Day: First Sunday & Last Sunday of the month
Starting on: July 2019
10am to 12pm – 3 games per participants

5.

Tie- Breaking Procedure
In the event of a tie, the bowler with the highest high game (scratch) shall win the tie-breaker. If this still ends
in a tie, the next high game (scratch) will be used and this will continue until the tie is broken.

6.

Tardy Bowlers
In the event of tardy bowlers in the Preliminary Round, the bowlers may be permitted to join in at the frame of
the game that the accompanying bowler in the respective lane is bowling. The clock in the host venue shall
be the official timepiece.

7.

Interrupted Game
The Tournament Manager may authorize the completion of a game and series on another pair of lanes when
equipment failure on the starting lanes would delay the normal progress of the game.

8.

Bowling on Wrong Lane
When the lead-off bowler bowls on the wrong lane and the error is discovered before another bowler has
bowled, a dead ball is declared and the bowler will be required to re-bowl on the correct lane. When more
than one bowler has bowled on the wrong lane, the game shall be completed without adjustments and the
next game shall be started on the correctly scheduled lane.

9. Slow Bowling
Slow bowling is not allowed and bowlers must bowl when it is their turn to do so.
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10.

Registration of Bowling Balls
It is the bowler’s responsibility to ensure that all bowling balls used are verified for correctness of weight and
other specifications, conforming to WTBA Playing Rules.

11.

Dress Code
Bowlers are required to be properly and appropriately dressed for bowling. If the Tournament Manager is of
opinion that a bowler is not properly and appropriately dressed, he/she may not be permitted to bowl. In the
event of TV coverage, it is the prerogative of the Tournament Manager to stipulate the attire to be worn.

12.

Prizes and Awards
Prizes in the form of cash/merchandise/trophies etc will be awarded to the winners of the tournament. There
will be NO Perfect Game award in this tournament. House awards do not apply.

13.

Protest
Protest involving eligibility or general playing rules must be submitted in writing to the Technical Committee
within 24 hours of the game in which infraction occurred, or before prize presentation.

14.

Errors
Errors in scoring or errors in calculation must be corrected by a responsible tournament official immediately
upon discovery of such errors. Questionable errors shall be decided by the Technical Committee. The time
limit for registering protests on scoring errors shall be one hour from the end of the squad of each day of the
tournament.
Each protest under this rule must be specific in itself and shall not be construed to cover a previous or
similar violation.

15.

Matters Not Providing For
Any matter arising that is not covered in these Rules and Regulations shall be decided by the Tournament
Manager, whose decision shall be final.
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PRIZE LIST
Champion

$500 cash

1st Runner Up

$250 cash

2nd Runner Up

$185 cash

4th Position

$100 cash

5th Position

$90 cash

6th Position

$80 cash

7th Position

$80 cash

8th Position

$80 cash

9th Position

$80 cash

10th Position to 15th Position

$70 cash

16th Position to 20th Position

$50 cash

*Above prize list is based on 20 bowlers
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Official Entry Form
Full Name : ____________________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
W/P No (Last 3 Digit): ___________________

Gender: M / F

Date of Birth: _______________________

Mobile No. _______________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________
Signature

Closing Date: TBC
Payment MUST be made before commencement of the tournament.
*Entries based on First-Come-First-Serve-Basis

Enquiries Hotline


Tournament Manager:
Aidi (muhammad.aidi@orchidbowl.com.sg)
Tel: 6385 6469



Tournament Assistant Manager:
Hazlin (hazlin@orchidbowl.com.sg)
Tel: 6385 6469

____________________
Date

